Abstract-This paper presents an upper event ontology under Conceptual Structure Theory with an emphasis on formalizing the event relation type hierarchy of the ontology to enable representation and classification of event assertions. The proposed ontology essentially consists of an event type hierarchy created from basic event assertions, an event relation type hierarchy built from predicates on event types and other formal relationships between these structures. Representation of event assertions enables inference on events, which can be used in the Semantic Web for automated inference and query answering.
INTRODUCTION
Ontologies are the backbone technology of the future Semantic Web. They define formal semantics of information, enabling its processing by machines. In a proposal under Conceptual Structure Theory, an ontology (in general) is a collection consisting of a concept type hierarchy, a relation type hierarchy and formal relationships between them [5] [11] . It is in essence a formalized mapping between a real world and an abstract conceptual world [12] [14] . Independently, ontology has also been formalized under Order-Sorted Logic as a sort and a predicate hierarchies [4] [8] . These formalizations are similar in semantics to what is proposed by the Web Ontology Language (OWL) project, according to which an ontology is a collection of a set of classes, a set of properties and a set of declarations describing how classes and properties are related [2] .
The above (generic) ontology formalisms could be applied to the domain of events. In its general definition, an event is something that happens at a given place and time (ref. Wordnet). In knowledge representation, an event is an activity that involves an outcome [1] or an arbitrary classification of a space/time region by a cognitive agent [7] . Location and time are usually the two most common attributes of an event in most definitions. Thus we can say that an event is a record of some change that occurs at some place during some time. The notion of change in turn implies a before and an after states, which are of course time-related concepts. Event and time are therefore intrinsically linked [13] . In addition, a dynamic state of anything implies some change in space and time, and thus is also considered an event. A description of a static state also implies some change in space and time when it highlights a contrast between a non-changing situation in a changing environment, and is therefore a description of some change in reality. By extension any state of anything is also considered an event [9] . There have been on-going attempts to formalize events into an upper event ontology, which could be defined as an event-related but applicationindependent ontology. An example of upper event ontology is presented in [9] under Order-Sorted Logic. A portion of the Dolce upper ontology [6] could also be considered as an upper event ontology in its own right, as Dolce lists its two top concept types as endurant (an entity that persists over time) and perdurant (an entity that happens in time or changes over time), which are both state and time related. Perdurant has two subtypes, one of which is the type event itself.
However, note that not all assertions can be considered as events. A mere description of something, such as "the rose is red" and "I am tall", could be formalized as a predicate of some object but does not necessarily qualify the assertion as an event. This paper is mainly concerned with representing event assertions in an upper event ontology and reasoning with that structure. In traditional databases, such assertions are simply recorded as free text, not suitable for formal reasoning. Our framework is Conceptual Structure Theory [11] , complemented by Order-Sorted Logic [9] . Our motivation is to be able to apply the proposed formalism to query answering in the Semantic Web and to automated inference in specialized domains such as legal reasoning to solve criminal cases. This paper is organized as follows: a summary of previous work is given in Section II; Sections III and IV describe the proposed upper event ontology through its hierarchies of event types and event relation types; Section V examines some properties of the ontology; Section VI presents some examples of application in real life; and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PREVIOUS WORK

A. Order-Sorted Logic's Upper Event Ontology
Order-Sorted Logic proposed an upper event ontology consisting of an event sort hierarchy and an event predicate hierarchy [9] . The former expresses similar ideas as in some OWL DL (Description Logics) ontologies, in which events are classified according to attributes such as: agents (actively participating entities), factors (passively participating entities), products (effects or outcomes of an event), location, and time. The Order-Sorted Logic's event sort hierarchy (Table I) is based on sorting event entities by Event Nature (natural or artificial event), Event Source/Effect (source of natural event or effect of artificial event), State Dynamism (dynamic or static state of event), and State Description (state of object or environment). The Order-Sorted Logic's event predicate hierarchy (Table II) is inspired by biomedical ontologies, in which predicates are classified into 3 types: relation between classes, relation between instance and class, and relation between instances [15] . [14] , an ontology is a 5-tuple (T, I, <, conf, B) in which:
(1) T is the combined set of concept types (T C ) and relation types (T R ), i.e., T=T C ∪T R .
(2) I is the set of individuals or instances of types in T, i.e., I=I C ∪I R with I C being the set of all concepts (or instances of concept types), and I R the set of all relations (or instances of relation types).
(3) "<", called subsumption relation, is a boolean function on TxT with "<(t 1 ,t 2 )=true" written as "t 1 <t 2 ". The relation expresses semantic generalization or specialization between types and enables the sets of types to be structured into two hierarchies: T C and T R . For an upper event ontology, T C and T R could be represented by the above Tables I and II of Order-Sorted Logic.
(4) conf, called conformity function, is a function from I to T. It assigns each individual in I to the infimum (greatest lower bound) of all types that the individual could represent.
(5) B, called canonical basis function, is a function from T R to the set of all tuples of T C . It defines for each relation type, the tuple of all concept types that can be used in that relation type, and expresses the usage pattern of predicates on concept types. B must also satisfy a rule, which in essence states that "all arguments of a relation subtype could be propagated to a relation supertype." This is similar to the predicate argument manipulation in Order-Sorted Logic [10] [8] .
III. PROPOSED EVENT TYPE HIERARCHY
The proposed Conceptual Structure Theory's event type hierarchy is an enhancement of the Order-Sorted Logic's upper event ontology, combining different classification criteria (when these combinations make sense in real life). Tables III and IV represent an enhancement of Table I , and list the top seven levels of the event type hierarchy (with Order-Sorted Logic's original types in regular font, new proposed types in italic font, and types between brackets being co-references [12] ). 
IV. PROPOSED EVENT RELATION TYPE HIERARCHY
In Conceptual Structure Theory, different types of relation between event types are distinguished as follows:
(1) Instance-class relation: This is expressed through the conf function.
(2) Instance-instance relation: This is inferred from relations between types representing those instances, thus considered redundant in this formalism.
(3) Semantic generalization or specialization: This is the definition of the subsumption relation between types.
(4) Other types of relation between concept types (such as causation, dependence, etc.): These are proper relations forming the concept relation type hierarchy in Conceptual Structure Theory.
Based on the above, the original Order-Sorted Logic's event predicate hierarchy (Table II) is reduced to only three true relation types: DisjointRelation, PartOfRelation and CausalRelation. To cover all other relation types, we propose to complement them with the following relations: -Event concurrence: expressing simultaneity of multiple events. -Event dependence: expressing that the occurrence of an event means that another event has occurred. -Event causation: This is a particular case of event dependence, when the occurrence of an event implies that another event will occur. For example a tsunami depends on an earthquake but an earthquake does not necessarily cause a tsunami. In addition, dependent and causal relations could be further qualified with temporal and/or spatial constraints, which we propose to formalize as four new event relation semantic functions (similar to event semantic functions proposed in [9] -see later) as follows:
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. The formula is interpreted similarly to the first function.
(4) Spatial Constraint in Dependent Relation: defined similarly to the above.
For example, the assertion: "The drug XYZ causes its user to sleep within 10 minutes" could be translated as a causal relation between two event types with a temporal constraint between them, i.e., E 1 ="Drug XYZ", E 2 ="Sleeping", CausalRelationWithTemporalConstraint(E 1 , E 2 ) with <delay: 10 minutes> as a property of the relation (relation property is discussed in [14] ).
All the above considerations could be integrated into a new event relation type hierarchy, represented by Table V,  which is an improvement of Table II. In addition, to further classify event predicates, OrderSorted Logic also defines six event semantic functions, which could be used to construct lower levels of the sort and predicate hierarchies. We propose to formalize and generalize them through first-order logic as follows (with t -1 <time(e)<t, i.e., t -1 being an instant before event e, t an instant after the event, and each instant represented by a real number (date-time ) and ε(x,t)) or (ε(x,t -1 ) and ε(x,t)), with x being an object involved in event e, ε(x) a predicate on x denoting the existence of x, and " " the logical symbol "not". The formula expresses that the event changes the existence of one of its objects.
Location Change: defined by: LocationChange(E)=true
⇔ ∀e∈I conf(e)=E ∃t -1 ,t,x,l,l' ε(x,t -1 ,l) and ε(x,t,l) and ε(x,t,l') and l,l'∈location(e), with l and l' being two locations impacted by event e and each represented by a pair of real numbers (latitude/longitude). The formula expresses that the event changes the location of one of its objects. 4. Cardinality Change: defined by: Cardinality Change(E)=true ⇔ ∀e∈I conf(e)=E ∃n,m n<m ∀i,j i n<j m ∃t -1 ,t,x 1 ,…,x m (ε(x i ,t) and ε(x j ,t -1 ) and ε(x j ,t)) or (ε(x i ,t) and ε(x j ,t) and ε(x j , t -1 )). The formula expresses that the event changes the cardinality of a number of its objects (of the same type). 
)=Id(y,t -1 ) and Id(x,t) Id(y,t).
The formula expresses that the event changes the identity (e.g., name) of one of its objects (e.g., from "rally" to "riot").
V. PROPERTIES
Definition: Two types are said to be disjoint if their infimum is the Bottom type.
Proposition 1 (Disjunction Inheritance and NonDisjunction Generalization):
(1) For any pair of disjoint types (T 1 ,T 2 ), any pair of their subtypes (S 1 ,S 2 ) (i.e., with S 1 being a subtype of T 1 and S 2 a subtype of T 2 ) is also disjoint. In particular, T 1 is disjoint from every subtype of T 2 .
(2) For any pair of non-disjoint types (T 1 ,T 2 ), any pair of their supertypes (U 1 ,U 2 ) (i.e., with U 1 being a supertype of T 1 and U 2 a supertype of T 2 ) is also non-disjoint. In particular, T 1 is non-disjoint from any supertype of T 2 .
(3) Any non-Bottom type is non-disjoint from any of its supertypes.
(4) The non-disjunction relation is reflexive. (5) The disjunction relation is non-transitive if the ontology contains at least a pair of disjoint types with one of them having a subtype.
Prop. 1 can be easily proved through the definition of type disjunction. Note that in [14] , an axiomatic semantic logic is proposed in which it is stated that "in the type hierarchy, type properties can be propagated downwards while instance properties can be generalized upwards". Prop. 1 contributes further to type reasoning by adding that "type disjunction can be propagated downwards while type non-disjunction can be propagated upwards". Or, in other words, "type disjunction can be inherited while type nondisjunction can be generalized".
Proposition 2 (Event Type Disjunction):
(1) NaturalEvent or any of its subtypes is disjoint from ArtificialEvent, and from any subtype of AE.
(2) StateEvent is non-disjoint from NaturalEvent, and from ArtificialEvent.
(3) The pairs (T C ,<) and (T R ,<) are complete lattices.
Proposition 3 (Event Relation Type Disjunction):
(Note: see Table V Tables III,  IV and V) are easily proved from the definitions of the types involved. Note that Items 1, 2 and 3 of Prop. 3 hold because dependent events cannot be concurrent.
VI. APPLICATION
A. Overall Ontology Maintenance Process
In our formalization approach, the conceptual world is driven by the real world. Changes to the type hierarchies must follow and reflect changes in the set of individuals, which represents the database of facts, i.e., real-world objects and relations. Each time a new individual (a concept or a relation) is added to the knowledge base, the most specialized type that the new individual could represent must also be added to the relevant type hierarchy, unless it already exists. That type is the infimum of all types that the new individual could represent and is the value of the conf function for that individual. That infimum must also be unique, or otherwise must be uniquely created, so that the conf function retains its mathematical definition of a function. In addition, in case the new item is a relation, the arguments of the B function for the corresponding relation type (possibly newly created), are also evaluated or reevaluated. This in turn may require creation of new concept types that are to be part of the arguments of the new relation type. Once a new type has been inserted, the type hierarchies (i.e., T C and T R ) must be reviewed and, if required, reorganized in case the new individual and new types impact existing elements in the ontology. In [12] , an algorithm is proposed to check the consistency of the type hierarchies, and in particular to create a new unique infimum for any two types in case more than one exists. The principle of creation of a new type in the ontology depends on its applications. It generally occurs when a new individual introduces new characteristics or properties that are not expressed or implied in existing types, and it is considered useful to record those properties separately as a new type so that it could be later re-used for other individuals.
B. Event Assertion Representation Process
To represent a real-life event assertion in the ontology, we propose two related processes, called conformance processes, aiming at determining the event types and event relations types embedded in the assertion. Each process consists of a series of questions to elicit the semantics of the assertion.
Event Relation Type Conformance Process Q R 1. Does the assertion contain any semantics denoting a relation between independent event parts linked by chronology, dependence, or causation? Q R 2. For dependent and causal relations, are there any temporal and/or spatial constraints on them? Q R 3. Does the assertion contain any semantics that expresses temporal and/or spatial properties of event parts (as opposed to constraints on their relations as in Q R 2)?
Event Type Conformance Process
For each independent event part, Q C 1. Is the event natural or artificial? Q C 2. Is the event best described as a state of something? Q C 3. For a natural event, what is its source? Q C 4. For an artificial event, what is the main effect of the event, on itself, on objects or environment involved, or between its constituent parts? Q C 5. For a state event, does the state concern an object or an environment? Q C 6. Is the state of the source, effect, and/or object/environment, dynamic or static? Q C 7. Finally, does the event satisfy one or more of the six generalized event semantic functions?
Examples of Application of Conformance Processes 1. "It is sunny in Tokyo": "It is sunny" denotes a natural event (Q C 1), whose source is the sun (Q C 3), which is static (Q C 6). The spatial qualifier "in Tokyo" denotes a static environment (Q C 6). Hence, the assertion is an instance of the event type: NE_WithStaticSource&StaticEnvironment.
2. "It starts to rain as I am about to go out": "It starts to rain" is an instance of type NE_WithDynamicSource& DynamicEnvironment. "I am about to go out" is an instance of type AE_WithDynamicStandAloneEffect as it only affects myself (Q C 4). The two event parts are linked by the connective "as" denoting a temporal constraint of type ConcurrentIndependentRelation (Q R 1). 
Example of Event Query-Answering System
Most applications of the formalism proposed in this paper relate to specific domains of discourse. These domainspecific event ontologies are sub-hierarchies of the proposed upper event ontology. For example, in [3] , for the legal reasoning domain, a structure of cascading ontologies is proposed, in which the top level is a (domain-independent) upper ontology, followed by a (country-independent) legal core ontology, and terminated at the bottom level by a (country-specific) legal domain ontology. In other domains, the bottom two ontologies may be combined in one, called domain event ontology, when event types are not geographically specific (although particular events might be), such as in the following example concerning the meteorological domain.
Let us consider the question: "Was there an extreme atmospheric air pressure difference in Louisiana in August 2005?" To answer that question, an ontology could be built under our formalism with the following event assertions (Fig. 1) : a cyclone is a type of windstorm, every cyclone has a cyclone eye as its part, a cyclone eye is a particular case of extreme air pressure difference, and Hurricane (Cyclone) Katrina hit Louisiana in August 2005. In Fig. 1 If the above ontology is used inside a Semantic Web search engine, then a query on "extreme air pressure difference in Louisiana" should yield a result that includes web sites describing or discussing Hurricane Katrina in 2005, although the input search terms may not appear in the web pages of those sites. This shows the inference power of the Semantic Web.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed an upper event ontology formalized according to an ontology formalism previously introduced under Conceptual Structure Theory. The ontology consists of an event type hierarchy, an event relation type hierarchy and formal relationships between them. The top seven levels of the event type hierarchy are constructed by sorting event types according to their nature, source and state, with subsequent levels determined through the generalized event semantic functions. For the event relation type hierarchy, its top four levels are built by sorting event relation types according to event occurrence, dependence, causation, and temporal/spatial constraints, assisted by the new event relation semantic functions. The main contribution of this paper is to propose a methodology to represent real-life event assertions in an ontology, and to structure such an ontology in a manner suitable for formal reasoning on events. One application of our formalism is to assist with the realization of the Semantic Web by proposing a way to implement query-answering systems that can supply answers to questions that do not seem at first view to relate to "raw" facts in knowledge bases. Future work could expand our research to design reasoning systems that could further infer hidden relations between events when only a limited number of facts, or only a chronological sequence of some facts, is known. This could be of great interest in a number of application domains, such as in criminal justice investigation whereby new facts could be inferred from initially fragmented event information, thus helping solve criminal cases.
